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EXTENSION OF USEFUL OPERATING RANGE OF AMAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS BY USE
OF ADJUSTABLE STATOR BLADES

By JOHNT. !hiimr?s, JE., and WILLIAM J. Voss

SUMMARY

A theory ha-sbeen derelopedfor resetting ihe blade angle~ of
amaxid-$ow compressor in order to i?nprme the performance
at speeds and $OW8 other than the dem”gnand ihw ez-tendthe
u8eful operating mnge of the compressor. The theory b
readily applicable to the resetting of both.rotor and Wtor blades
or to the resetting of only the 8tatar black and i8 based on
adjw&mentof the bludeangle8to obtain lift coe@ient8 at which
the blade8wU1operate ejlciently.

Calcufatwns were madefor res~”ng the stator btades of the
NACA eight+tage axial-jlow compre880rfor 75 percent of
design speed and a 8eri& L#load coeficitmti rangingjlorn 0.g8
to 0.70 with rotor bladesleft at the design 8etting. Tle iVACA
compressor w instigated w“th three different blizdesettings:
(1] tlu design blade 8etting, (2) the 8tator blades reset for 76
percent of design 8peed and a load coejicient of 0.48, and (3)
the 8tator bfade~ re%etfor 76 percent of design 8peed and a
load coej%ient of 0.66. Most of the tests were conducted at
an inlet-air pre8ewre of 10.16 inch~ of mercury ab$olute and
an inlet-air tempemture of 0° F and extend ocer a range of
compree80rMach number8from O.BL%0.8 for the three blade
8ettin.g8. In. order to infle8tigatethe e$ect of inlet-air condi-
tions at low 8peeds, w at a compressor Mach number of O.g
were repeated for the Jirst blade resetting with 8tandard 8ea-
lewl inlet-air conditimw.

The experimetil resuh%8how that a 8ub8taniialincrea8e ‘in
the meful opemting range of m“al-$ow compre880m can be
obtained by adjustment of only the 8tator-blade.angles. Clm-
sidemble inaprocementin ej’icien-cyat compre880rMach num-
bw8 appreciably below the design ualw wa8 obtainedjor both
8tat0r-bkzdeTe8etting8. A di~erence of .90 to 30 percent in the
peak-eficiency $OW8for the two 8tator-b[ademsetting.sa~80UX28
obtained, which at high compremw 8peed8 w about secen
times the maximum$OW mnge for a particular blade setting.
Peak pre8sure ratios u.vreincreased m“ththe stator blades reset
for a load coej%ient of 0.66 and were substantially the same as
for the design blade 8etting8with the stator blades reset for a
load coej%ient of 0+$6. Inlet-air conditions were found to
haoe a very large e~ect on the adiabatic tempemture-ri8e @-
citmcy at law compressor iLIachnumbers, which h belieced to
be cau8ed by heat-tramfer and Rqnolds number e$ects. No
definite surging of the compressor UXMobserwd at Mach num-
bers lower than 0.4; instead a sudden tranedion to a lower
pressure mtio occurred when the $OW w decreased appreci-
ably below the peak-q$itiency pm”nt.

INTRODUCTION

The axial-flom compressor, in spite of the high peak ei3-
ciencies obtainable in modern designs (references 1 to 3),
has had somewhat limited application because of its in- .” ‘
herentIy narrow operating range. The useful flow range of a
Comprwsor at a given speed maybe limited because of one or
more of the following characteristics: (1] a rapid change in
pressure ratio with a small change in flow; (2) a marked drop
in the efficiency with changes of flow; and (3) unstable
operation, referred to as “surging,” which occurs vvhen the
flow is decreased beyond a certain point. The useful speed
range of a comprwsor may be limited by a marked drop in
peak efficiency with change in speed or by Iarge dHer&c~ _
between the peak+fliciency flow and the required flow at
speeds appreciably difFerent from the design speed. The
characteristics that limit the useful range of axial-flow
compressors are ex_pIained by the fact that the angles of
attack, and hence the lift coefficients, for some of the blade
rows are greatly affected by chmges in flow and speed; some
of the bIade rows are therefore operating far from their
optimum lift coefficients for speeds and flows appreciably
different from the design.

Au obvious remedy for these limitations on the useful
range is to change the bIade-angIe settings with Changw in
operating conditions t.a maintain optimum lift coefficients.
This method has been very successfully employed in extend-
ing the high-efficiency range of propeller turbines (references
4 and 5). Tests on axiaI-flo-iv fans show that a very pro-
nounced extension of the flow range can be obtained by the
same method (references 6, pp. 100-104, 7, and 8). For
high-peed muhiatage compressors, however, the adjustment
of .lhe many rows of rotor and stator blades during operation
would involve mechanical problems of considerable difficulty.
The alternative method of adjusting only the stator blades,
-which is mechanically more feasibIe, has been given particular
consideration in the present immstigation.

A general method of calcuIat.ing bIade-angIe settings for a
wide range of operating conditions has been deveIoped. The
method is applicable to the resetting of both rotor and st ator
bIades or to the resetting of the st ator blades alone agd is
based on the adjustment of blade angles to obta~n lift coeffi-
cients at which the blades operate efficiently with special
attention to the avoidance of blade stalling. Because of the
extreme complexity of exact flow calculations, aeverfd
simplifying approximations are made in the theoretical
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anal@, of which the principal approximation is the aesmmp-
tion that conditions calculated at the mean radius reprwmt
the average conditions at each axial position. The flow is
calculated by means of one-dimensional compressible-flow
equations using an estimated polytropic exponent, the cross-
sectionaI areas at the stations between each row of l)lades,
and the air turning angle at the mean radius for each row of
blades obtained from an empirical relation based on cascade
tests.

The calculation method was app.!ied to the resetting of
stator-blad~ angles. of the llACA eight-stage axial-flow
compressor for 75 percent of design speed and for a ser&. of
load coefficients from 0.28 to 0.70. The load coefficient for
peak efficiency at the design speed and for design blade
setting was 0.04. The results of tests on the NACA eight-
stage axial-flow compressor with design blade setting and
with stator bladas reset for 75 percent of design speed for
load coe%icients of 0.48 and 0.65 are presented. A$ost of the
tests were conducted at an inlet-air pressure of 10.16 inches
of mercury absolute (corresponding to a pressure altitude of
27,000 ft) and an idet-air temperature of 0° F and extend
over a range of compressor Mach numbers from .0.2 to 0.8.
In order to determine the effect of inlet-air conditions at low
compressor Mach numbers, tests with the blades reset for a
load coefficient of 0.48 were repeated at a compressor Mach
number of 0.2 with standard sea-level inlet conditions.

This theory was developed and experimentally verified at
the NACA Cleveland laboratory during the summer of 1944.

SYMROLS

The symbols used in this report are defined here in rdpha-
betical order. Quantities that are a function of the radius
are assumed to refer to the arithmetic mean radius, unless
otherwise stated, Where the subscripts are not associated
with the main symbol in the definition, the significance of the
subscripts is given in the list following the main symbols.

A
a,
B
c
c.
c
l?p

c,

D/L
9

J
K
m
m’
n
P
P
Q

cross-sectional area of passage, square feet
local velocity of sound, feet per second
number of blades in row
constant in BcrnouHi’s equation
lift coefficient based on mean relative velocity
blade chord, feet
specific heat at cmsta.nt pressure, Btu per pound

per “F
specific heat.. at. constant volume, Btu per pound

pcr 0 F
profile drag-lift ratio
standard acceleration of gravity, 32.174 feet per second

per second
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot-pounds per Bt u
constant in empirical relation for turning angle
polytropic exponent for compression
polytropic exponent for expansion
rotor speed, rps
absolute total pressure, pounds per square foot
absolute static pressu~e, pounds per square foot
volume rate of flow, cubic feet per second

Wn load coefficient, cubic fee~ per revolution

14?I/@ equivalent ~rolume flow (volume flo}~ corrcckd to

1?

l?.

r
T
i!
u
U,/al
u

v
o
w
w=
w~

Aw

a

e

‘~ACA standard sea-level tempcratme of 518.6° R),
cubic feet per second

gas constant, foot-pounds per pound ‘R
P1 Utccompressor R,eynolds number, —

WI
radius to blade element., feet
to-tal temperature, “R
stat ic temperature, ‘R
velocity of rotor (!i%rn) at radius ?’,feet pm second
compressor llach number
ratio of rotor velocity to axial cornpomwt of nir

velocity, ~/u
absolute air velocity, feet per second
axial component of air velocity, feet pw sccoml
air velocit.y relative to rotor, feet pm second
air weight flow, pounds pcr second
ratio of whirl component of air velocity (L)mccl on

mean of inlet and outlet velocities rcIativc to row
of blades) to axial component of air velocity

ratio of increase in relative whirl component to mid
component of air velocity (normally negative)

angle of attack measured between blade chord and
entering air velocity, degrees

angle of attack at zero lift for isolutcd airfoil, degrcos
angle between compressor ask and absolute air ve-

locity (referred to hereinaft m as “air angle”),
degrees

adiabatic exponent, cP/c,
ratio of inlet-air total pressure ~1 to KJfCA slfindml

sea-level pressure ~,1=21 16.2 pounds per squmw foot
loss ratio, ratio of power loss to power input by rotor

(for a stage)
blade-profile. efficiency for st~e, 1– ~
polytropic efhiency for compression
polytropic efficiency for mpansion
adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency (for const-al]t ~),

or

ratio of inlet-air totfd temperature T, to “IS.ICA
standard sea-level ~emperat ure, t,’= 518.6° R

absolute -riscosi~x, pound-second pm square foot
mass density of air, slugs pm cubic foot
blade-element solidity, cB/(2Tr) at radhs r
angle between compressor axis and air velocity rclalive

to rotor (referred to hweinaf [er as ‘{relative air
imgle”), degrees

angle between blade chord and axis of comprcesor,
degrees
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Subscripts:

1

i

i+l

i+ 2
k
m
mr
R
s
8t
t
w

ahead of compressor where velocity is negligible (figs.
1 and 2)

directly ahead of entrance guide vanes (~. 1]
directly ahead of fit row of rotor blades (~. 1)
behind fist row of rotor blades (figs. 1 and 2)
behind last ro-w of stator blades (figs. 1 and 2)
in outlet pipe from compressor (fig. 2)
flow average
inlet to stator row of blades for any stage (i=4, 6,

8,. . .) (~. H
irdet to following rotor row (fig. 1)

ANALYSISOF PROBLEM

Effect of operating conditions on “compressor perform-
ante.—The losses in any stage of an axial-flow compressor
may be divided into 10SSSSresulting from b~ade profile drag,
blade-end effects, and passage-wall friction. The profile
efficiency at any given radius dependa on the proiile drag-
lift ratio and t-he ratio of the various velocity components,
as given by the following equatiom

I f

. .
.Mofa tion f$ i+iy$tal sfage

FIGmBL-Station destinationsuad h cahdatlo~

inIet to next stator row (fig. 1)
integer
mean of inlet and exit values for row of blades
at mean radius
rotor
stator
standard
at rotor-blade tip (cming surface)
whirl component

BLADE-RESETTING THEORY

The general principks that are involved in the theory of
blade resetting are discussed in the following section and
the details of the method are presented in the section entitled
“31ethod of Calculation.” The procedure is illustrated by
its application to the hTACIAeight+tage axial-flow Compre=or.

(1)

—.

which is essentially the same as equation (11) of reference 1
but is generalized to allow for” cases where AW is diflkrent
in the rotor and the st ator, as may occur when th> com-
pressor is not operat~~ at design conditions. It is obvious
from equation (1) that, for high profile efficiency, (17/L)E
and (11/~)s must be kept smaI1.

The value of D/L depends, among other things, upon the
lift coefficient at which the blades are operat~~ and is
generally a minimum at a lift coefficient. somewhat below the
stalling point of the blades. When the angle of attack is
increased beyond the stahg point, the drag-lift rat i~
increases very rapidIy with a corresponding decrease in
profile efficiency. In order to obtain good efficiency, it is
therefore important to avoid staling the blades whenever.
possible. Because of blade-end effects and passage-wail
friction, the over-all efficiency of a stage is kws than the
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~ Discharge e+uf;c or-d ~ofa]
preswrea, s+ufion 20

FICmRM2.-Compra?sorsstup show!ngloath ofprwsow and tamperaturemwisurlnsstat!ons. (LagEIngremoved.)

efficiency based on the profle drag of the blade ekments.
Inasmuch as tip-clearance Iosses are proportional to the
square of the Iif t coefficient (reference 9), the lift coefficient
that gives best over-all efficiency may be somewhat leas
than that indioated by profiIe efficiency; the. difl~ence
depends upon blade aspect ratio and blade-tip clearances.

In a welldesigned axial-flow compressor, aII the blades w-N
operate in the high-efficiency range of lift ecwfllcients at the
design operating condition; at speeds and flows diflering
appreciably from the design values, however, most of the
blades -will operate at unfavorable angles of attack, which
will result in large losses, The effects of changes of flow on
the angle of attack of a typical stage are shown in figure 3.
In order to emphaaize the main effects of changes of flow, the
actual flow conditions have been somewhat simplified; the
axiaI velocity and the radius to the element have been as-
sumed constant thro~ohout the stage. It is evident from
figure 3 that a deerease in flow results in an increase in the
angles of attack of both rotor and stator rows of blades,
whereas an increase m flow produces the opposite effect.
Either change, if excessive, resuhs in a Iarge increase in the
drag-lift ratio and a corr~ponding decrease in e%lciency.
This effect of changes of flow on angle of attack is present
in all stagea of a multistage compressor but the additional
effect of density changes throughout the eomprmsor makes
multistage compressors much more sensitive to changes of
flow than singIa*tage units.

An increase in flow, for exampIe, reduc~ the angle of
attack and, in generaI, the density rise over a stage. As
this decrease in density means that the axial velocity after

the stage must increase more than ahead of the stugc, tha
ohange in angle of attack aud density rim in tho second stage
w-ill be greater than in the first stage. This runplifwatiou
procew continues throughout tht? ocnnprcssor with Lho result
that small changes in flow at the inlet to a compressor may
produce very large changes in axial veIocity and angka of
attack in the last stages.

The effect of compressor speed on performance is quite
dfierent in a multistage compressor than in a single-stage
unit because the large density changes occurring lmvo a
marked effect on the axial-vclocit y distribution from st nga
to stag~ The ratio of the mean tcxiaI velocities o~+k/o{lw~
tween any two stations, represented by the subscripts i and.
i+k, is determined by the continuity cquat.ion

%=(fi)(i;i)

In the design of the compressor, the ratio of

(2)

~h~ cross-
mctional areas at any two stations is chosen to givo the
desired velocity ratios at the design operating conditions.
Inasmuch iii the density ratio dependa upon tho speed at
which the compressor is operating, tl.m velocity ratios and
the angles of at tack wiil be correct only for design conditions,
From the foregoing discussion, it is evident thtit two prin-
cipaI factors affecting the performance of a multistage com-
pressor are air flow and compressor speed. Dimensional
anaIysis shows that these factors are satisfactorily represent.cd
for a particuIm compressor by the load coefficient Q1/n and
the comprwsor h~ach number ~r~a,. (See referenco 1.)
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Control of lift coefficients by blade resetting.-For opera-
tion at conditions other than design, the blade angl= can
be reset b give arbitrary angles of attack for each row of
blades at some point along the span of the bIade, for example,
at midspan; the angles of attack at other raclii, howevar,
cannot be arbitrarily chosen because the twist of the blades
would have to be changed. The spamrise variation in Iift
coefficient -iviIIdepend on the compressor design and on the
extent of the deviations from tie design blade settings. A
generaI statement of the magnitude of the variations is
therefore impossible but the following two factors shouId be
considered in rusk@ an estimate: (1) At the compressor
inlet where the hub-tip diameter ratio is usuaIIy small and
the bladw are considerab~y twisted, appreciable changes in
the radial variation of the velocity may occur in reestablish-
ing equilibrium when the blade setting is changed; and (2) at
the oompreasor outlet, the development of a boundary Iayer
along the hub and the casing has an important effect on
radiaI distribution of lift coefficients with a tendency to Ioad
the bIades more toward the ends than in the middle. If

.

Rotor blade Sfafor b)ade

Wi+l

b)’

(c) *
(s) Below norrndfbw: 9A Ka>at.
(b) Normel fbW.
(o) Above normalflow.$>m; .Ash

FIG- 3.—Effeetofflowon ansle & attack &m~1~ sto@~ ~-flow mmPr=.

conservative lift coefficients are chosen at midspan, lift
coefficients at other radii Shotid not be =c~ive ~d sat~
factory eflicienoies should be obtainable for moderate clevia——
tions from the design operating conditions.

When only the stator blades are reset, it is no Ionger pos-
sible to ohoose arbitrarily the a.ngIe of attack at midspan on
both the rotor and stator blades. The stator-blade a,wl.%-
must be set to keep the lift coefhcients on both the rotor
and statm blades within reasonable limits and, in particular,
belo-iv the shdliug points of the blades. The principle under-
lying the method of adjustment of stator bIades alone is that
au increase in the blade angIe for a given row of stator blades
not only reduces the a.ngIe of attack, and hence the lift
coefficient, on that ro-iv of bIadea but aIso on the following-
row of rotor bIades. (See ~. 4.) Consequently, stalling of

/@i1

14

84
(a) Stator-bledesnslej I%.
(b) Stntnr-bhdormsl%I$a’>#’s.

mm 4.-met ofchewsinWater-blwieS@ cmadee ofdkck fa ma~r b~- and
followfng rotorb19des.
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either stator blades m rotor bIades can be prevented by the
adjustment of the proper row of stator blades: in the first
case by the adjustment of the row of stator blades that are
stied; in the second case by the adjustment of the row of
stat.or blades ahead of the row of staIIed rotor bIades.

Selection of lift coei31cients,-The lift coefficient fit which
stalling occurs depends upon many factom, such as blade
section, Reynokls number, solidity, blade-a@e setting, and
degree of turbulence. Experiments on-airfoil cascades with
retarded flow (reference 6, p. 75, and references 10 to 13)
indicate that stalling occurs at appreciably lower lift coeffi-
cients than for isolated airfoils but there is some. evidence
(reference 14) that the lift coefficient at which stalling occurs
on compressor blades is higher than for straight cascades.
13ecause of the spamvise variation of lift coefficients and the
lack of accurate informaticm on the st ailing of compressor
blades, it would appear advisable to limit the maximum lift
coefficient at midspan to about 0.8,

Special conditions at compressor inlet,-At the com-
pressor inlet, the conditions are cfHerent because of the
difference in function of the entrance guide vanes from that
of the typical stator blades. The entrance guide vanes
induce an initiaI whirl to the aix in the direction of rotation
of the. rotor, whereas the typical st.ator row reduces the whirl
component of the air velocity. When the compressor is op-
erating at Ioa.d coefficients appreciably below the design
value, the angle of attack for the first rotor row becomes
excessive, This condition can I.m somewhat alleviated by
increasing the angle of the guide vanes with respect to the
axis so as to increase the whirl component of the air enter-
ing the first rotor row. Only a Iimited improvement can be
realized by t.hia method for two reasons: (1) Stalling of the
guide vanes may result if they are turned through a sufficient.
angle to prevent stalling of the rotor blades; and (2) turning
of the guide vanes produces an appreciable shift in the radial
distribution of axial velocity, which results in a very small
change in angle of attack at the tip of the rotor blades for a
large change in guide-vane angle. An example of the effect
of guide-vane settiugs on the angles of attack and the lift.
coefic.ients at different radii on the first row of rotor blades
is shown in table I, the values of which were calculated for
the ~ACA eight-stage twiaI-ffow compressor by the method
given in appendix A.

Although little improvernen~ in performance of the first
row of rotor blades is obtainable by adjusting the guide-vane
angles, acceptable over-all efficiencies may be obtainable in a
multistage compressor when the first st~me operat.ee at low
efficiency provided that the rest of the stages are operating
~t high efficiency,

Mach number Iimitations,.--When the local relative lfach
number at. the entrance to a row of blades appreciably exceeds
a certain value, referred to as the “critical lMach number,”
hrgc compression-shock losses may result. For a given
compressor Mach number lJ,/a,, ”any change in blade-angle
settings will aIter the velocity diagrams and, hence, the
locaI Mach numbers through the compressor. When the

compressor is operating near the design speed, tho l.oml
Iltich numbers on many of the bIades will bc near the critical
values, and changes in blade-angle set@s (cspeciaI1y changes
that make the veIocity diagrams asymmctricaI) may cause
the criticaI hiac.h numbers on some of the biadcs to h
exceeded. At high compressor speeds, chtingw in Idadc
angles required M produce large changes in the flow may
therefore Iead to appreciable compression-hock 10SSCS. On
the other hand, the useful flow range for a single blade
setting may be extremely narrow at these high compressor
spcc.ds. Consequently, the extension of useful flow range by
using different blade settings may be large compmcd with
the range for a single blade setting. At low compressor
speeds, factors other thau compression shock wiII usually
determine how much ~xtme.ion of useful flow range is possibk
by blade adjustment-.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

For the determination of blade rcsettings for pnrticulm
operating conditions (given in the form of compressor llach
number and Ioad coefficient), flow copdit.ions and fdtide
resett.ings are calculated progressively from the inlrt to [be
outlet of the compressor. The stations at which flow con-
ditions are calculated are taken midway between the various
rows of blades as well as immediately ahead of tlw ontrtinca
guide vanes and after the last row of bIades. The stution
designations used in the presentation arc shown in flgurc 1.
T-h&Es otherwise stated, aIl flow conditions Rnrl blade angles
refer to radii midway between the hub and t.ho casing.

Because the entrance guide vanes have a function essen-
tially ditlerent from that of the typical row of stu[or tkks,
the calculation procedure for the entrance guide vanes is
treated separat eIy from that of the typical stage. When the
stator blades alone are reset, it is necessary to reset the eN-
trance @de vanes only when the Io~d coeflicicmt for which
the bladw are reset is appreciably diflerent from the design
value. The most desirable guide-v e setting may bc

e#determined by calculating the lift co cient on the fmt row
of rotor bIades for severaI guide-vane settings within ihc
unstded range of these vanes. (Seo appendix A.) For a
typical stage (consisting of a row of stator blad~ followed by
a row of rotor b~ades), the calculations aro carriccl ou~ for
diflerent stator-blade-angIe set tings unt.iI satisfactory ]ifL
coefficients are obtained on both the stator and rotor blades,

If both the stator and rotor bIades are to k reset, adjustm-
ent of the entrance guide vanes is unneccssrwy unkss it is
desired to obtain a more favorable radial distribution of lifl
or a more symmetrical velocity diagram in the first stxqy.
The calculations for the rest of the compressor arc [lWN
carried out oh a row of blades at a time using several hlwlr-
angle set tinge on each row until a satisfactory lif ~ cocflkient
is obtained on the row.

Calculation procedure for entrance guide vanes,-l?or any
given guide-vane set ti.ng, the flow conditions I.wtwcen the
entrance guide vanes and the firs~ row of rotor bhu]cs (stu-
tion 3, fig. 1) are calculated by the foHowing procedure: The
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value of Q~al ia determined from the compressor Jlach num-
ber U~al and the Ioad coefficient Q1/nor horn the flow cor-

n-.4 ~.rected to standard sea-leveI temperature Q1/l@ or ~

the reIation

(3)

(4)

(5)

The leaving air angle & from the guide vanes maybe either
determined from direct t=ts on the guide vanes or estimated
from design data or from cascade tests on similar vanes.
(See reference 15.) If the mdue of ~, is known for one guide-
vane setting *, it9 vaIue ~’ for any other unstalled setting #
cart be determined with sufficient accuracy by the empirical
reIation based on airfoiI-cmcade tests (references 12 and 13)

&-fh’=.m-#) (6)

-where K is a constant (depending on the soIidity) between
0.9 and 1.0.

The value of Q8/al is then determined from the following
implicit equation (derived in appendix A as equation (38)):

where m’ is the polytropic exponent, which is related to the
polytropic a~pansion efficiency by

?72’-1 7—1
7= ~ TPf (8)

The solution of equation (7) based on q,’=0.90 is shown in
figure 5 with Q1/~ plotted against Q1/(alA, cos pa). The
value of V3/alis given by

(9)

and the axial component and the whirl component are deter-
mined from

and

(10)

(11)

The density ratio across the guide vanes is obtained from
the continuity relation

fi=Q1
PIG

(12)

and pressure ratio, temperature ratio, and veIocit y-of-sound
ratio are obtained from the pdytropic reIations

:=W’=(F=(W (13)

q
qA3COS ~3

FICUJBE&-Det.ermlmtkm d VOIWJMEow pfm%hg S.rst mm mw. q,’, 0.90.

For convenience of calculation, thase four ratios are plotted
in figure 6 as functions of the variable Q1/(alAacos ~J for
71p’=o.90.

The relative whirl component of air velocity can no-w be
obtained from

n’. * U* v.~- ——-- .
al al al

(14)

The relative air angle and the remdtant relative air veIocity
ahead of the fist row of rotcm bIadee can be readily calculated
from the two velocity components if the small radial com-
ponent of velocity is neglected.

Calculation for typicaI stage,-The cxdcuIation proced~e
for the fit row of rotor blades is essentially the same as that
used in a typical stage and need not be separately presented.
The special conditions encountered in the first row of rotor
bIades will be discussed after the general method for a typicaI
stage is presented. A velocity diagram for a typical stage is

.
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shown in figure 7. The air entars the stator row of blades
with a vehcity Vi at an angle ~{”with respect to the com-
pressor axis. The air in passing through the stator bIades is
deflected through an angle f?~-pt~l and leaves. the blades
with a velocity Vf+l at an angle Bf+l.
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The air enters the following row of rotor bIades with a
velocity relative to the rotor of TV%lat an angle ~wl with
respect to the compressor axis and Ieaves the rotor row with
a veIocity H’wz at an angle I#Iwz. The axial component of
air veIocity v is showm increatig from station to station, as is
the case in the NACA eight-stage &al-flow compressor.
The value of U ah may be slightly changed from station to
station because of the change in mean radius.

In order to obtain the conditions at tho exit of a row of
bIades horn the conditions at the entranco b the row, ih is
necessary to Imow the angle through which the air is turned
wide passing through the blades. Cqscadc tests (refcrc!~co
12) have indicated that, for soIidities in the neighborhood of

(b)
@ Stator.
(b) Rotor.

FxwP.E7.—Velodtydiagramfortypkal stngoofadBMowcomprc$mr.

unity, a good approximation to the turning angIe is given by
the empirical rule

where K is a constant sIightIy 1sss than I and a. is tho cmglo
of attack at zero lift for the given blade section as an isolatwl
airfoil. For a solidity of unity, a value of K of 0.9 was found

,
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to be satisfactory. AIthough a mdue of 0.9 was used with
satisfactory results in the resettio~ of the bIades of the
B7ACA eightitage axiaI-fIo-iv compressor, somewhat greahw
accuracy might be obtained by taking K as a function of the
solidity increasing with an increase in solidity. Other empir-
icaI relations for turning mgIe, of course, may be used in
place of equation (15) or, if sufficient cascade data for the
blade sections used in the compressor are available, the
turning angle may be obtained from these data.

The air angle 13,~1leaving the stator row can be expressed
in temne of #t, aO, and #s (fig. 7) by the use of equation (15)
and the relation

fff=pr$s (16)
which gi-res

~{~1= (1 –~ /%+ K#s+Kao (17)

The correspondii ~relation for the following row of rotor
blades is

@*i= (1–~) 4f+1+@E+Kao (18)

‘iWth given st ator-bIade-angle setting and inlet conditions,
the leaving air angle is c.ilculated from equation (17) and
the value of u~~~al is determined by a trial-and-error solution
of the foIIowing equation (derived in appendix B as equation
(50)):

(19)

Inmrcmch as Vw@l wilI be nearly equal to u@l, a satisfactory
approximation can usually be obtained by a few trials. The
density ratio pw~p’ is det ermined in carrying out the for~
going approximations and is equal to the expression in the
braces raised to the indicated povm.r.in equation (19). The
pressure ratio, the temperature ratio, and the velocit-y-of-
sound ratio are determined from the polytropic relations

%=(%7=(%9=1=(-%)%
The vilue of the exponent m cam be determined
estimated polytropic efficiency of compression by

m -Y
W=Y—l ‘v

(20)

from the

(21)

and (unlike the exponent m’ for expansion) is greater than -y.
The lift coefficient is calculated from the relation

c.=%
2

cos I%=; (tan fSrtan @itl) cos I& (22)

where

(See refercmce 1.) Equation (23) neglects variations of axiaI
-reIocity and effect of drag but., because of uncertainties
regarding the most desirabIe Iift coefficient, is considered
adequate.

The calculation procedure for the following row of rotor
blades is essentially the same as for the stator blades. The
inlet conditions relative to the rotor are determined from the
conditions leaving the stator row, and the relative air angle
I#iti leaving the rotor row is determined from equation (18).
The value of o~& is then determined from the equation
(derived in appendix B as equation (51))

.1 d +)T2#2%2%:+x-lr%.l_%2 42 ~+~— 1 4
al

(24)
where

‘=(%9-(%9
and the lift coficient calculated from the equations
analogous to equations (22) and (23), with the air angles
reIative to the rotor repIacing those reIative to the stator.

Special conditions for llrst row of rotor blades,—When
only the stator blades are reset, conditions are some-what
different for the first row of rotor bIades than for a typical
stage, because, as has already been pointed out, it is not
practical to control the lift coefficients on the fit row of
rotor bIades to an appreciable extent by the adjustment of
the entrance guide vanes. Consequently, when the stator
blades are reset for a load coefficient considerably below tie”-
design vaIue, the fist row of rotor bIades vdI be stalled and
the method presented herein will not be accurate for that
row of bIadee. The actmd turning angIe and density rise
wiII be Iess and the axiaI velocity Ieaving the blades, higher
than caktdated. At a somewhat lower inlet-air flow, how-
ever, the axial velocity and the air angle leaving the following
row of stator blades (station 5, fig. 1), and hence the flow
conditions in the subsequent stages, should be substantially
correct as ctdculated. Somewhat higher accuracy, of course,
could be obtained by basing the turning angle and the density
rise for the fit row of rotor blades on cascade tests under
similar st,fled conditions.

APPLICATION OF SLADE-RESETTING CfiCULATIONS TO NACA

EIGHT-STAGE ~AL-FLOW COMPRESSOR

Calculations of guide-vane and st.ator-bIade settings of the
~VACA eightit age axial-flow compressor for 75 percent of
design speed over a series of load coefficients ranging from
0.28 to 0.70 are summarized in table H. The bIade rtiettmgs

—--—

were calculated for load coefbients appreciably 1sss than the
design value of 0.64 because computation indicated that,
for certain practical gas-turbine applications, the compressor
would be operating at appreciably reduced load co@cients
at speeds below the design.
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The following values of constants were aesumed in these
calculations:

Adiabatio exponent (for normal air), ~---------- ------ ----- 1.894’7
Pol~tropic exponent for compression (corresponding to

qr=o.85), m------------------------------------------ 1.6000
Polytropic exponent for expansion (corresponding b q,’= 0.$)0),

me------------------- --.----------------- ----------. 1.34.17

Turning-angle constant, K:
Forentratlu guide \ran~--------------- ---------------- 1.0
For all other bkdemws -------------------------------- 0.9

The changes of bIacle angles horn the design settings are
very large in some cases, amounting tm approximately 36°
for the first four stator rowa at the Iow-est load coefficient
calculated. (See table II at a load coeflkient of 0.28.)
Changes required are fairly large for all reseatings (over 200
for some of the rows) became the speed for which the blades
were reset was appreciably below the design speed.

The most favorable flow conditions at the compressor idet
were obtained for the Made reset tings for high Ioad coeffi-
cients. At the lower load coefficients, the angIes of attack
and the “ t.heoret.ical” lift coefficients were excessively high
on the &et row of rotor blades, which should result in
stalling of these blades. Different entrance-guide-vane
settinge were tried but the improvement was found to be
small (table I), especially at the tips of the rotor blades.
The most desirabIe entrance-guide-vane setting under these
conditions is very uncertain, Because of increased 10SSCSin
the entrance guide vanea resulting from huge increases in
guide-vane angles, the increase own- design setting y%
Iimited to 20°. This Iarge increase in guide-vane angle was
used only for a load coefficient of 0.48 because the improve-
ment in rotor-blade conditions at lower load coefficients
appeared to be so slight that increasing-the guide-vane Iosses
by large changes in the guide-vane settings was hardly
warranted.

NTot only is the angle of attack on the first row of rotor
blades excessively high for blade reseatings for low load
coellicients but the relative Mach number at the entrance
to these blades increases aa the load coefficient decreases
because of the small whirI component of velocity produced
by the entrance guide vanes, Inasmuch as the critical
Mach number is very low for high angles of attack, Iarge
compression-shock losses may also occur at the low Ioad
coefficients even when the compressor is operating at 75
percent of design speed. Becauea of the uncertainty regard-
ing the losses through the first row of rotor blades, it is
difficult to estimate. the over-all performance that might be
expected from the compressor with the st ator blades reset
for very low load coefficients.

The maximum practicable load coefficients for resetting
stator blades appear to be determined principally by ~hc
reIative Mach number on the Iast row of rotor blades. At a
Ioad coefficient of 0.70 (tabIe II), the relwt.ive Mach number
at the entrance to the last rotor is 0.83, which is apprccidiy
above the criticaI Mach number for thew Mndcs even for
the low lift coefficient of 0.50.

TEST OF THEORY OF STATOR-BLADE RESETTING

The effect on the performance of an axial-flow compressor
of resetting the stator blades accordirg to the theory pre-
sented was determined by comparing t.hc performance of the
~ACA &igketage axial-flow compressor with design Made
setting and with the stator blades rwct for 75 pcrcont of
design speed for load coefficients of 0.48 and 0.65. The
design theory, the theory of operation, and the compIeLe
details of construction of the BTACA eigh~t.agc axial-flow
compressor (fig. 8) are given in reference 1 and modifications
of the original blading (fig. 9), as wclI as descriptions of the
setup and inst.rurnentation (fig. 2), as used in the present
investigate ion are given in reference 16. The compressor
w-as investigated over a range of compressor Mach n umbcrs
from 0.2 ‘to 0.8; the design Mach number of 0.968 wus thmc-
fore not reached in the present tests. Becaum of limi[ti.tions
of power and outlet-air t cmpcraturo at high speeds, most of
the tests were run with an irdet-air prcssuro of 10.16 inchm
of merc~ absolute (corresponding to a pressure altitude of.
27,000 ft) and an inkhair temperature of 0° l?, At Mach
numbers of 0,2 and 0.3 with design bIad~angle settings,
it was impossible to thro t tIe the iulct tiir to the desired
pressure and still cover the norm-d flow range of tho com-
pressor because of imperfect fitting of the inkt throUle.
These tests were therefore conducted at somewhat higher
idet-air pressures corresponding to altitudes ranging from
1000 to 10,000 feet. The inlet throttIe was modified whm
the stator blades were reset in order that [he subsequent tos[s
could be run at the selected inlet pressure. In order to
determine the effect of inlet-air conditions at Iow spords,
the tests at. a comprmsor Mach number of 0.2 with tho first
bIade resetting (load coefficient, 0.48) were repca~cd with
standard sea-Ievel inlet-air conditions of 29.92 inches of
mercury absolute and 59° F.

At the. high speeds, the flow ranges for cacb comprwsor
.lfach number were selected by starting with a low prcssuro
ratio and progressively decreasing the flow until a dcfinilc
surge occ~ed. At a compressor Mach numbw of 0,8,
however, the compressor was not surged except for the first,
bIade resetting (load coefficient, 0.48) bccguso of power
limitation. At the lower compressor speeds, where no .
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m

Fmurm 8.—NACA eight-stage axb.Mow mm~

defilte surging occurred, the flow was decreased as far as pos-
sible by closing the inlet throttle.

Effect of stator-blade reseatings on performance charac-
teristics,-Performance characteristics of the comprewor for
the design blade settings are shown in figure 10 and those
with the stator blacks reset. for 75 percent of design speecI
and for the coefficients of 0.48 and 0.65 are shown in &res
11 and 12, respectively. These performance results are
based upon total-pressure and total-temperature rise be-
tween the Met tank and the outlet duct. The char~cteristics
for the diflerent blade settinga are compared in figures 13
and 14. Results for the design bIade setting are not shown
for compressor Mach numbers of 0.2 and 0.3 (fig. 13) because
these tests were not run with the same inlet-air conditions
as for the two reseatings. T’igure 15 presents comparisons
of the peak adiabatic temperature-rise efficiencies, the peak
pressure ratios, and Ioad coefficients at the peak-efficiency
points for the three bktde settingii as a function of the com-
pressor Xlac.h number.

(a) Ftrst mm. (b) Last mm.
FroumK9.–Constmction ofmodIftedrotor bkies.
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FIGUEE10.—PMxm@.n@&amclaMcs of axIaMlow mmpre%wuWMIdedgn blsde s@les at Mot-sir Wqrernturo O(0° l?.
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For both stator-blade resettiugs, appreciable increases in
peak efficiencies were obtained o~er those with design angles
at compressor Mach numbers below that for -which the
bIades were reset (figs. 14 and 15) and the per&-efficiency
curves are much ffat ter over the range of Mach numbers from
0.4 to 0.8. This shift of the high-diciency range to lovrer
compressor hIach numbers was expected because the bIades
were reset for 75 percent of the design compressor Mach
number. At the Mach number for which the blades were
reset, however, the three ditlerent Made settings gin-e about.
the same efficiency. At this compressor speed, the slight
gain that might have been expect ed from somewhat more
favorable lift coefficients was counteracted by other unfa-ror-
able factors such as: (1) rather large deviatiam from a

and (4). The increases in tip clearances were much greater
for the low-load-coe.flicient blade resetting because the
principal changes in bIade settings were made on the inlet .~_
stages where the taper of the rotor is large. The lift
coefficient on the entrance guide vanes and the distribution
of lift. on the first row of rotor blades were also less favorable
for the low-load-coe.ficient reset ting.

The peak pressure ratios for the stator-blade resetting for “”
a load coefficient of 0.65 are appreciably higher than thaw _.
for the design bIade set tinge; whereas, for the reset t ing_for a
load coefficient of 0.48, the peak pressure ratios are sub-
st ant ially the same as for the design setting over most cf tbe
Mach number range. At a compressor Mach number of____
0.8, peak pressure ratios ~-ere not reached with the design

FIOURE16.–ClcsJ+upofrotor d NACA eIght+4ageadd-flow corqwswr showingefkct of blad~k uhnngeson ckrances at UMd stator blodes. CIearonms increased ot tmllIng edgq
decawaswdat lmling edges.

symmetrical velocity diagram (table II); (2) increase in
bIade-tip clearances (fig. 16) and poor fairing of. the blade
bases with the casing resulting from changes of blade setting;
(3) necessity of using lift cticients appreciably below the
optimum on a row of stator bIades to prevent stalling of the
following row of rotor blades (or vice versa); and (4) poor
flow conditions for the entrance guide vanes and first row of
rotor blades for the low-load-coellicient resetting.

The stator-blade resetting for high load coefficient gave
higher peak eftlciencies and pressure ratios at all compressor
Mach numbers than the reset ting for the low load coefficient.
The somewhat poorer performance with the reset ting for
low load coefficient is probabIy due principally to factors (2)

blade setting and with the resetting for a load coeilicient of
0.65 because of power imitations.

The tests with the two st.ator-bIade reseatings also show
that a substantial change in the peak-efficiency flow at a
given speed can be obtained by changing the stator-bIade
settings. Ti5th the stator-blade resetting for high load
coefficient, the peak-efficiency flows were about 20 to 30
percent greater over the range of Mach numbem tested than
with the resetting for low load coefficient. For both statoc-
bIade reseatings, the load coefficient obtained at the com-
pressor Mach number for which the blades had been reset _
was lower than calctiated. The differences maybe attributed
to severed assumptions made in the calculation, especially
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the neglect of retardation of flow aIong the passage
walls because of smface friction and blade-end losses. The
experimental results indicate that the calculated flow should
be multiplied by a flow cm$ficient between 0.85 and 0.90 to
obtain the actual flow.

Surging characteristics.-rrhe surging characteri..tics of
the compressor for the three blade settings were investigate ed
for most of the Mach numbers by decreasing the flow as far
as possible by closing the t.hrot ties. At a Mach number .of
0.8 with design angle set tinge and with the second resetting,
a power limitation was encountered ancl the surge point
could not be reached. At the high Mach numbers, the surgo
limit was not established so accurately as at the low Mach
numbers because tho compressor tight be damaged _by
surging.

Definite surging was obtained at compressor Mach num-
bers from 0.4 to 0.7 with the design settings, at Mach num-
bers from 0.5 to 0.8. for the first stator-blade. reseatings, and
at Mach numbers from 0.5 to. 0.7 for the second stat or-blade
reseatings. B!!odefinite surging was observed in any of the
tests at lower Mach nurnbem. Instead, as the fllow WM
decreased, a point was reached at which a sudden transition
to a lower pressure ratio occurred. (See fig. 17.) Further
decrease in flow produced scsxcely any change in pressure
ratio but a substantial decrease in adiabatic temperature-
r~se efficiency. Data were not taken below the transition
point at a compressor hfach number of 0.4 with the st ator
b!fades reset for a load coefficient of 0.48,

The transition phenomenon is probably the result “-of
stalling of one or more rows. of. biases._. It is not quite clear
why the sudden drop in pr~stie with a decrease in flow does
not produce surging. The unstabIe range of flow may bo so
smalI that it is difficult to detect. . Surging under these
conditions might depend on the cha.ract.eristics of the air
supply and the exhaust system and, in part iculm, on the
exhaust suction applied downstrem of the outlet throt tie.
In order to test this hypothesis, exhaust pressures from
approximately sea Ie~’el to about 8 inches of mercury abso-
lute were. tried at a compressor Mach number of 0..2 and at
sea-level inlet pressure. I!fo noticeable clmnge in the transi-
tion point or in the behavior at the. transition point was
observed.

Effect of inlet-air conditions .—Two tests ~tere run at a
compressor Mach number of O.2 with st ator blades reset. for
a load coefficient of 0.48: one at an inlet-air pressure of 10.16
inches of mercury absolute and an inlet-air t enqwrature of
0° F and the other at approximately stardard sea-level
inlet-air conditions (29.92 inches of mercury absolute and
59o F). Tho results (fig. 17) show a very marked effect of
inlet conditions on the adiabatic temperature-rim efficiency;
a peak efiicienc.y of 32.8 percent Ws obtained with an
inlet-air pressure of 10.16 inches of mercury absolute and a
temperature of 0° F, and a peak efficiency of 67.5 percent
wit.h standard sea-level inlet-air conditions. This great
difference in efficiency is believed to be due to a combination
of Reynolds number and heat-transfer effects. Based on
the Made-tip velocity t~~, the rotor-blade chord of the first

stage c, and the inIet-air dcnsit y pl and viscosity M, the vulue
of comprmsor Ile.ynolds number R. given by

was 62,000 for 10.16 inches of mercury absolute and 0° l?,
and 159,000 for standard sea-level idet.-uir conditions. Thr
Reynolds number lmscd on air vulocity rather than on bla&-
tip veIocity should be of approximately the same magniLucic.
For the test with an inlet-air pressure of 10.10 inches of
mercury absolute, the Reynolds numbm is below tho cri~ical
value of 80,000 Lo 100,000 given in rcfcrcucc 17; poor per-
forroancemight tlwrcforo be cxpectwl.

Heat “transfer between the air ent wing the compressor and
the front bearing is also believed to bo approciabl~ bccnusc
the Iubricat ing oiI to the bearing passes Llmough hdhnv
struts of comparatively large area lrwatvd in the air stream.
At times the lubricating oil leaving the bring was cooler
tha&the oil cntoring, which inclicahxl thtit till t IN heat
generatej in the bearing by friction and ulso sorer hcot. from
the test cell was transferrcd to the air st.rcrmn. Tl!is hmt
&rmsfer would lmve the effect of increasing tho [cmpwn [uro
rise and lowering the indicat WI cfficierwy Imscd on k!w.prra-
ture mesaurernents. The air-temperature. rise caused by
this heat transfer would be grcat~r at the lovmr irdct prcssum

I 1 I I I I I

I I 1 1 1 I 1 1
I

1.02
pressure kmpem tu~e

(h. H ohs.] – –
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F1oGRri17.—Performanc4of add-flow rwmprcS30r wtth rO.WJtstator bbdcs at mmprwsoc
Mach number of 0.2 showlns eflect of IOlet-eir mnd[tlons and mom wItMn vdrkb tram
ettion occure.
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because of the lower air -weight flow. The reduction in the
temperature-rise efficiency due to this tmmsfer -wouId also be
greater at the lower idet-air temperature because of the
larger temperat~~e difTertmce between the oil and the air.

The eflect of relet-air conditions on compr~or perform-
ance shouId be much greater at a compressor Mach number
of 0.2 than at high 31ach numbers for the following reasons:
(1) The smaller air weight flow will result in a greater air-
temperature rise for a given amount of heat transferred;
(2) a gi~en air-temperature rise from heat transfer will
produce a greater effect on the adiabatic temperature-rise
efficiency because the temperature rise from compre=ion is
small; and (3) the Reynolds number effect should be larger
because of operation in the critical Reynolds number range
and near the stalling point for many of the blades. ~7U-
published INACA axperimentaI results on both axiaI-flow
and centrifugal compressors indicate that the effect of
inlet-air conditions on performance is actually much greater
at low than at high compressor Mach numbers.

Pressure distribution through compressor.—Absolute
static pressurw (figs. 18 to 20) were measured in tlm de-
pression tank, at the compressor entrance before the guide
vanes (CE), at the compressor-casing wall following the
entrance guide vanes (GW, following each succeeding row
of bIads indicated by lR. 1S, and so forth, in the scroll
cobkor (average of three readings). and in the outlet pipe
(avwage of two readings). The total pressure shown at station
8s is the average of the total-pressure surveys behind the last
stator row and the total pressure in the outlet pipe is the
average of two readings.

The static-presure measurements through the compressor
were indicative of the relative performance of the dtierent
stages of the compressor. A large pressure drop over the Iast
stage, for example, indicates that this stage is acting as a

turbine (~. 18 (c)) and that the air flow is too high for
eficient compressor operation. In fact., at the high air flow
obtainable by use of altitude exhaust, the last stages acting
as turbines ccndd. be made to drive the comprwsor without
the a-id of the dynamometers. (The compressor -was alviays
started by this means.) The total and static pressures after
the Iast stator (station 8S) horn @ure 18 (c) indicate super-
sonic velocities. Figures 18 (a.) and 18 (b) show appreciably –
higher pressure risw over the rotor than over the st ator
rows for the last stages. These restits are qualitatively
similar to the calculat cd restits (table II) but not quant ita-
tively comparable because of the different reference riidii.
(The static-pressure measurements were taken at the casing
wall, whereas the calculations were made for the mean
radius.) The pressure distribution at the high flows is
estremely sensitive to changes in flow, as is shown by figures
18(b) and 18(c).

The pressure distribution at peak efficiency for the lower-
Ioad-coefficient. resetting (fig. 19 (b)) shows a more uniform
pressure rise over the rotor and stator blades of the last

stages than for the higher - load - coefficient resetting
(fig. 18 (b)) in accordance with the calculated pressure ratios
(table II). The average pressure ratios per stage ob-
tained at the peak-efbciency flows for both reaettings,
however, were higher than the calculated values, which
indicated thmt the best over-all efficiencies were obtained at
somewhat higher lift coefficients and lower air flows than “”-”
used in the blade-resetting calculations.

A fairIy uniform pressure rise was obtained at the peali-
eficiency flow for the lovrer-load-coef6cient bIade reset ~ing
at. a compressor Mach number of 0.2 and standard sea-level
inlet-air conditions (fig. 20 (b)) although the flow conditions
near the inlet appeared unfavorable. The absence of
pressure drop through the entrance guide vanes indicated

~
~
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(a) QL/%O.~ ?T, 0.7S7. (b) Q/% 0.6s2; ?rr O.m. (0) Q/w, O.&m$lT,O.lm
FIGUBE 18.—Presure distribution from Inlet tank to outtet piIM with ststnr blades rewt for 76 pmxnt of dav!gn speed at load @mfO.eientol O& Oompremr Mach nnmher, O.fi Inlet-alr

WUpe.r&W% ~ F; inlet-drpmure, 10.16inobeernemurgabwlute. Prmeure mesmments nmd.etiter eaehbhde row. OE, ot compresm entmncq GV, efk Snide vcmeqR, after
rotm bladex S, afterstetor blndcs.
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FIanEe 19.-Pre8sura distrfbutton from hdet truk to outlet PIW with stator blades reset for 76 pereent of design spmd at Ioad eoeilicient of O.f& Comproseor Mneb number, 0,7 lnkt.olr
tempwedum, O“ F; Inletdr prwsure, 10,16Irmhes mereury ubwlute. Pzemure mreesummerda made afler emb blade row. CE, titmmpreseorentmnco;CfV, after gufde vanes R, a~cr

R

rotor bfad~ S, after stator blades.

low velocities at the casing wall behind the guide vanes and
possibly backflow at the tips of the rotor blades.

At the low flow of Q~n=o.105 (fig. 20 (a)), an appreciable
over-all pressure ratio was obtained although the pressure
distribution indicated unsatisfactory flow conditions. Al-
most all tho pressure rise was obtained in the stator rows,
indicating excessive stalling of the rotor blades. A peculiar
condition observed for the entrance guide vanes was that
the pressure behind the guide vanes was substant.itilly
higher than in the tank ahead of the vanes, This resuIt
cannot be attributed to experimental error inasmuch as it
was consistently observed in all the tests in which the com-
pressor .Mach number and the air flow were both low. The
fact that the static pressures bebind the guide vanes were
greater than the total pressure ahead of the guide vanes
might seem to violate Bernoulli’s equation. This apparent

paradox may be accounted for by flow sepmation along t.bu
casing ipasmuch as Bernoulli’s equation applies only to flow
along a single streamline. At the outer part of the roior
blades, the air would be merely cmricd around with the
blades, which would produce an apprecialdc prmsurc
gradient from hub to tip. The large pressure diflwcncc
across the entrance guicle vfines at the casing is possible
because of the excessively high losses thu~ would accompany
any upstream flow through the guide vanes at, the tip as the
angle of attack for such flow would be extremely high.

Performance based on total-pressure surveys after last
stator row,—.At each Mach number for both statm-ldado
reseatings, total-pressure surveys were made d ircctly bvhind
the last row of stator blades. In flgurc 2], the performance
characteristics of the comprmor with reset s[a~or bladoa
are shown based on totaI-pressure surveys at h compressor
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Pressure-measuring Sta+;on
. .

(d CM%0.10%qr, OJM. ~) Q@, 0=; ??T,0.075. (o) Q/n, O.m q~, 0.FJZ3.

E’IQURE!iO.-PrWe dfetribatfon hem Mettnnkto outlet P[M with etstor bhdee meat for 76 percent of daaign s-at W eoetlieient ot 0.4S. Cbmpreaeor Maoh nmnber, 0# approxl-
matdy standard sea-level Inlet-air condition% Pressure meammmenk made eftez ench blade row. CE. at comoreasar enhanca GV. a(tsr aufeia vew R. after rotnr blades 8, after
stetorbhdes.

outlett and on total-pressure readings in the outlet
pipe. This figure shows that considerably higher efficiencies
and prexmre r.at-ios are attained over the compressor proper
than over the compressor and the scroll collector. The
maximum dkiencies based on the total-prwnrre surveys
obtained in these tests mere 80.5 percent for the first resetting
and 87 percent for the second resetting at a. compressor
Mach number of 0.8. At the klach number for which the
blades were reset (0.726), peak efficiencies of approximately
80.5 and 85 percent were attained for the fit and second
reseatings, respectively.

At each Mach number the spread between the over-all
efEciency of the comprwsor-scroll combination and the
eflkiency of the compressor proper increases as the flow
increases. This result may be attributed to the large

. . .

increase in the velocity of the air entering the scroll with a
corresponding increase in scroll losses.

, SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

From an investigation of the effect of stator-blade resetting
on the performance of the ~ACA eight-stage axial-flow
compressor, the follow~~ results were obtained:

1. When the stator blades were reset for 75 percent of
design speed at two different load coeillcients, considerable
improvement in the peak e5ciencies was obtained for both
stator-blade reseatings at compressor speeds appreciably
below the design speed.

2. A difference of 20 b 30 percent in the peak-efllciency
flows for the two stator-blade reseatings was obtained...—

.—
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(a) Loed weflhfont.j 0.4S.

Fmumr 2t.-ConrperIeon of performmreeehsrsotarlstfmof ti-flow oompreesor W on
total-prmsum me8euroments bI outlet p!pe end beblnd lest row of stator blades. Stator
blades reset for 76percent of design spwd.

3. Peak pressure ratios were increased with t,hcr stator
bladca reset for a load coefficient of 0.65 and were substan-
tially the same as for the design blade settiug with the
etator bIades reset for a load coefficient of 0.48.

4. Inlet-air conditions wero found tQ have a very large
effectt on the adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency at low
compressor Mac% numbers, which is believed to be caused,

by heat-transfer and ReynoIds number effects.
5. No definite surging of the compressor was observed

below a compressor Mach number of 0.4; instead, a sudden
transition to a Iower pressure ratio occurred when the flow
was decreased appreciably below the peak-eficiency point.

-- —.- -.

Ah flow, 60 QJ~, cu fljmin

(b) Load eoelllcfent, 0,0S.

FIourm 21.-CMChrdWl Ckqwrimn Ofperformenca dwmotorfetkd ofrmfd-~w compro.??
Med on total-pressure mmmrsmeuts in outlet PIPSand bohfnd lwt row of sfator bbidm.
Stator bla& reset for 76permnt of desfgn speed.

CONCLUSIONS

By the adjustment of only thu stator-blade angles, sub-
stantial impro-rement of the peak efficiencies can bo obLuincd
at speeds below the design speed; and, by tho uso of different
bhtde set L@s, the flows for petik efficiency can b vmicd
so aa to extend greatly the usehd flow range of the wmprcssor.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, December%9, 1944.



APPENDIX A

ENTRANCE-GUIDE-VANE CALCULATIONS

An exact caku]ation
multistage compressor,

of the flow at all radii throughout a
which involves problems of consid-

erable d~fficulty, has riot been attempte~ in the calculation
procedure. For the entrance guide vanes, however, more
detailed caIcula.t iona of the flow conditions at ditlerent radii
have been made because the small value of the hub-tip
diameter ratio at the compressor inlet makes the radial
distribution especiaI]y important.

VeIocity distribution behind entrance guide vanes.—An
approximation of the radial distribution of air velocity and
velocity components behind the guide vanes can be obtained
if it is assumed that radial equilibrium has been established
at this point (station 3, fig. 1). Although this assumption
is not strictly true because, in general, some radiaI flow will
&st at this station, the msnmption should give a much
better approximation than the assumption of constant axial
velocity at all radii. The condition for radial equihbrium is

(25)

For the present caIcuIation, losses though the entrance guide
~anes will be negkcted in order that Bernoulli’s equation

(26)

with the same constant C at. all radii can be used. This
equation can then be differentiated with respect to r, which
gives

(27)

The whirl-velocity component in equation (25) can be elim-
inated by the relation

T’m=vsin /9

and the pressure can be eliminated by
to obtain

(2s)

use of equation (27)

~29)

which, when integrated with respect to the radius, gives

(30)

The indicated integration can be carried out if P is known as
a function of r. For compressors in which P is constant with
respect to the radius, as is approximately the case with the
NACA eight-stage axiaI-flow compressor, equation (3o) can
be directly inte&ated

005~85--SOqO

to obtain -

.

()

-d~!d

;“;= : (31)

Equation (30) gives the distribution of the resultant velocity
as a function of the radius. The distribution of the whirl
component and the axial component of velocity can also be
readily obtained when B is known as a function of the radius.

Mean velocity behind guide vanes .—The continuity equa-
tion appIied to the flow between stations 1 and 3 (fig. 1)
can be written

JPIVI2@’dr=Jp#32~rdr (32)

where the integrations are made over the flow passages at
these two stations. Because stat ion 1 is chosen where the
cross-sectional area is large and the velocity negligible and ““
the fluid is assumed tm be homogeneous, the density at
station I is constant and the first integral can be repIaced by
p,Q,. The right side of equation (32)” can be ~reased

JP~v32~rdr=p3,rJc~ 2rrdr=~.A?~ (33)
where p3r is the flo-iv-a~erage density. Equation (32) then
becomes

Q3=Q1 :, .,. (34)

The condition for mnsta,nt total enthalpy between stations
1 and 3 can be written as (assuming 1“1to be negligible)

(35)

By use of the polyt.ropic relation between temperature and
density, the perfect-gas laws, and the relation for the velocity
of sound, the foIlowing density ratio is obtained:

●

(36)

If this equation is ripplied at the mean radius and if the
density at the mean radius is assumed to be equaI to ffow-
average density, equation (36) can be substituted ~ equa-
tion (34) to give ,

Q1=Q’[’-6’X3.:I*
(37)

Throughout the rest of appendi~ A, the mean-radius sub-
script nzr will be omitted and all quantities will refer to the
mean radius unless otherwise indicated.

If the asial velocity at the mean radius V~ cos I% is
assumed to be equal to the average axial velocity Qs/A~,
then V*/al may be replaced by a/(a,& cos PS). If this
substitution is made and equation (37) is dlvideci by
a1A3 cos pa, the following relation is obtained:

449
.
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which is the same as equation (7). The value of V’/al at

the mean radius is given by equation (9) and can be
obtained at other radii by use of equation (3o).

AagIes of attaok and lift coefficients on first row of rotor

blades.--The tingle of attack and the lift coefficient on the
first row of rotor blades can now be calculated SE follows:

The relative whirl component of velocity at any radius is

obtained from the absolute whirl conqsonent by the relation

M&8 Ua VW8 _....—— -
w al th

(39)

and the re.kdive air angle $&is obtained from the relation

(40)

The angIe of attack ca (relative to LIE entrance velocity n\)
is giVell by

~3=48–*R (41)

The angIe of the air leaving the first row of rotor Mades A
is obtained from the relation

44= (1–A?4a+@R+%o (42)

and the lift coefficient is obtained from equations (22) and
(23). ‘-



APPENDIX B

DERIVATION 07 EQUATIONS FOR POLYTROPIC FLOW THROUGH TYPICAL STAGE

For the row of stator blades the energy equation is

l“: 17,+?——.
~ ~ -=’J’@?’)

(43)

For compression wit h a po~ytropic exponent m, this rela-
tion can be mitten

‘NI%7)”-’-’](44)

which, when solved for pt+l/pt,gives

For the following row of rotor blades the energy equation is

11’,+?._!!#+ E;&s_ ~;+12
()

t&2_ ~
—y - =@pti+l ~i+l (46)

d

vrhcre LTis the rotor velocity at the radius midway between
the hub and the casing at the station indicated by the sub-
script. !l%e terms containing ~ are required because of the
centrifugal-force field esiating in the rotating frame of refer-
ence; the effect of these terms is generrd]y quite smalI in
axial-flow compressors where the change in radius from sta-
tion to stal ion is small. The density ratio for the row of
rotor blades may be obtained in a manner similar to that
for the stator blades, the result being

In order to use equations (45) and (47) together with the
relatious for turning angle (equations (17) and (18)) and the
continuity relation, it is convenient to express the air veloci-
ties in terms of the a.sial components and the reIative air
angles. Equation (45) for the sta.tor blades becomes

and equation (47) for the rotor bIadea becomes

(49)

The density ratio can be eliminated from thw equations
by use of the continuity equation, which for the st ator
blades is

Pt+l o, A,—. —
Pt v,+, ~

and

‘=(3’-(%1)
which are equations (19) and (24), respectively.
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TABLE I—EFFECT OF ENTRANC!EGUIDE-VANE SETTINGS
ON ANGLES OF ATTACK AND THEORETICAL LIFT CO-
EFFICIENTS ON FIRST ROW OFROTOR BLADEK AT
DIFFERENT LOAD COEFFICIENTS AND RADII FOR NACA
AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR

TABL~I-SUMMARY OF CN.CUL~T10M3 Oh” RESETTIITG
OF STATOR BLADES OF hT~CA EIGHT-STAGE A.YIAL-
FLOIV COMPRESSOR FOR 75 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
(COMPRESSOR MACH ITUMBER, 0.726) —CwcIudcd

, ,
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TABLE I143UMMARY OF CALCULATIONS ON RESETTING
OF STATOR BLADE& OF NACA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL-
FLOW COMPRESSOR FOR 75 PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
(COhlPRESSOR MACH NUMBER, 0.726)
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Fourth Muir . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourth stetor. .-... -----
Fifth rotor . ..-- ______
Ftfth stator. - . . . . .._..-.
Sixth mtOr-------------
Sisthatatar. .--. . . . . . . . . .
Swienthrodor.. . . . . . . . . . .
Ssmenth statOr . . . -------
Eightb rotor ------------
Efgbth atatur . . . . ..-.. _-
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%91 L 148
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47.9 .80 L014
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72.3 3; 7 .46 L 061
4L 6
~; 23.1 ,:2

L 01S
L 064

, .71 1.020
~~ 2t6 - .53 L 01.7
87.7 .il L 629
fJL9 i. 4 .m L 001

L88 0.07
-----

.!M 7.a

.05 :8 7.2
,al .16 :;
.91 .52
.S2 . la 6.8
.s9 .63 6.4

&o
:% :2 6.0
.83 .24 4.3
.34 .69 4.0
.s3 .28 a. 7
.83 .53 :!
.84 . a2
.81 .52 i9
.78 .35 %8
.60 .63 2.8
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1The dltluslmr velocity ratfo is tho ratio of tho rclatlve wlrdty Icavlng to the n!fatlvo

vefocity snferl the row of blades.
?~Tbe mlcnfnt ons am haed on the araum t[on that the bfudea do not stalL Fur the tlrst

row of rotor bfede~ where a htgh lfft m t%fent ta mmetfmea obfdncd by the cakulafkm
method prmentd herelrr, tbe blades would probnbly atal~
and pMSSIUW

nrakfqstheactud lift cmdlcfent
retlo ccmslderabIy less than the wIuea irrdlcrdcd forth row of blades,

I Load coeilicfsnt, o.as

Entrarm guide vanea.. -.
First rotor ~... _.._. ___
Ffrat stetor . . . . . . . . . .._.
Ssmndrotm . . . . . . . .._.
2aandetator.. -.. _-... -
Thfrd rotor . . . . . . . . . .._.
Tblrdstatm . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourth rotor . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourth stators . . . . . . . .._.
Fifth rotor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fffthstntor . . . . . . . . . . ..-.
Sixth rotor ------------
Sfxth stator. -.--. ..-.._.
Seventh rotor . . . ---------
Ssventb stntor . . . . -------
Efglxth rotor ..--. ..-... -.
Etghth etator .-.---.----
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